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Juv019. Juvenal and Persius, with the titles of Guarinus Veronensis 

Milan, Antonius Zarothus, [for Marco Roma] 1476 

Title page: none. 

Colophon: I4v: D. Iunii Iuuenalis: Et A. Perſii Flac|ci Satyras ꝗd̃iligentiſſime | caſtigatas Antoni  
za|roth  parmenſis | impreſſit | 1476 | młi. 

Collation: Royal 4° by half sheets: a–h8 I4, 68 leaves, unnumbered. 

Contents: a1r ‘[in red:] D. IVVENALIS ARPINATIS [sic] SATYRARVM | LIBER PRIMVS. | 
MATERIAM ET CAVSAM SATYRARVM | INSPICE PRIMA. | [in black:] [  7]EMPER 
EGO AVDITOR | tantum: nunquam ne reponam. | Vexatus totiẽs rauci theſeide codri? |’; on 

h2r ‘D. Iunii Iuuenalis Aquinatis Satyra℞ ad | limam non indiligenter redacta℞ finis.’; h2v 

‘AVLI PERSII FLACCI SATYRARVM LIBER. |’; on I4v ‘I nuentor chryſippe tui finitor 
acerui .’; colophon. 

Typography: 109R; Greek words transliterated; spaces for initials, mostly with guide letters; 

type area: 104 × 185 mm; 34 lines; signed $ 1–$ 4 [a2 signed ‘b2’]; no catchwords; no 

running titles; royal paper (60 × 41 cm): page size: 29 × 20.5 cm (Morgan, fore-edge and 

lower edge very slightly trimmed). 

Printed on a one-pull press 

Set from Zarothus’s earlier edition of 1474 (Juv013). This edition is a more elaborate 

production. Ganda states that this edition was also financed by Marco Roma.  The first 

four lines of a1r are displayed in upper-case and are printed in red. Juvenal’s birth place is 

still given erroneously as Arpinum (but as Aquinum in the explicit). The text is divided 

into four books. Each satire has a single-line argumentum by Guarinus Veronensis 

The roman type 109R seems to be a version of the 111Rb recorded by BMC. Ganda lists 

the type as 111R. 

A quarto on royal paper, presumably printed by half-sheets on a one-pull press. The format 

is recorded as 2°/4° by ISTC, 4° by BSBInk, 2° by GW. The pattern of watermarks 

(Houghton Library copy) confirms that the book was printed as a quarto by half-sheets (o 

= mark, x = absence, ? = not visible in the gutter): 

a: xxoo||ooxx 2:2 

b: xxxx||xxxx 0:4 

c: xxxx||xxxx 0:4 

d: xxxx||xxxx 0:4 

e: oxx?||oxx? 2:2? 

f: ox?x||xox? 2:2 

g: xxxo||?xxx 1:3 

h: ooxo||oxo? 3:1 

I:   ?x||xo 1:1 

This is confirmed by frequent signs of pinholes towards the outer edge of the top and 

bottom of the pages. The Morgan copy has consistent pinholes at the top and bottom 

throughout. 

Bibliographical references: H9683; Morgan 14; Goff J637; IGI 5576; Ganda 54; BSBInk I-

679; GW M15721; ISTC ij00637000. 

Locations: Cambridge (MA): Harvard UL, Houghton Library (*Inc 5797.5). Florence: 

BMarucelliana. Manchester: JRyUL (§19568). Milan: BN. Munich: BSB. New Haven: 

Yale UL, Beinecke Library (*Zi +5797.5). New York: Morgan Library (*ChL1045). 
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Rome: BNC. San Marino (CA): Huntington Library.  

[9 copies] 

Digitised copies:  
 

  


